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Abstract
I explain the geometric basis for the recently-discovered nonholonomic mapping principle which
permits deriving laws of nature in spacetimes with curvature and torsion from those in flat spacetime,
thus replacing and extending Einstein’s equivalence principle. As an important consequence, it yields
a new action principle for determining the equation of motion of a free spinless point particle in such
spacetimes. Surprisingly, this equation contains a torsion force, although the action involves only the
metric. This force makes trajectories autoparallel rather than geodesic, as a manifestation of inertia.
A generalization of the mapping principle transforms path integrals from flat spacetimes to those with
curvature and torsion, thus playing the role of a quantum equivalence principle. This generalization
yields consistent results only for completely antisymmetric or for gradient torsion.
1 Introduction
Present generalizations of Einstein’s theory of gravity to spacetimes with torsion proceed by setting up
model actions in which gravity is coupled minimally to matter, and deriving eld equations from extrema
of these actions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. So far, there is no way of verifying experimentally the correctness of
such theories due to the smallness of torsion eects upon gravitating matter. The presently popular eld
equations are a straightforward extension of Einstein’s equation in which the Einstein-Cartan tensor is
proprtional to the energy-momentum tensor of matter. When forming a spacetime derivative of these
equations, the purely geometric Bianchi identity for the Einstein-Cartan tensor which expresses the single-
valuedness of the connection is balanced by the conservation law for the energy-momentum tensor. For
spinless point particles, this law yields directly the trajectories of such particles, which turn out to be
geodesics [7], the shortest paths in spacetime. The appeal of the mathematics and the success of the
original Einstein equation left little doubt as to the physical correctness of this result.
In this paper I shall try to convince the reader that the result is nevertheless physically incorrect, and
that spinless particles move on autoparallels after all, thus calling for a revision of the eld equations.
My conclusions are derived from a study of point mechanics in a given spacetime with curvature and
torsion, leaving the origin of the geometry open. The equations of motion imply a simplied covariant
conservation law for the energy momentum tensor, which is no longer completely analogous to the Bianchi
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identity, thus preventing me from writing down a eld equation as usual, a problem which is left to the
future.
My conclusions are based on a careful reanalysis of the action principle in spacetimes with torsion.
Due to the fact that in the presence of torsion, parallelograms are in general not closed but exhibit a
closure failure proportional to the torsion, the standard variational procedure for nding the extrema of
the action must be modied. Whereas usually, paths are varied keeping the endpoints xed, such that
variations form closed paths, the closure failure makes the variation at the nal point nonzero, and this
gives rise to a torsion force.
In quantum mechanics, the nonholonomic mapping principle was essential for solving the path integral
of the hydrogen atom. Its time-sliced version has existence problems, but a nonholonomic coordinate
transformation to a space with torsion makes it harmonic and solvable. In the absence of truly gravitating
systems with torsion, the hydrogen atom in that description may serve as a testing ground for theories
with torsion.
2 New Equivalence Principle
Some time ago it was pointed out [8, 9, 10, 11], that Einstein’s rules for nding correct equations of
motion in spacetimes with curvature can be replaced by a more ecient nonholonomic mapping princi-
ple, which has additional predictive power by being applicable also in the presence of torsion. This new
principle was originally discovered for the purpose of transforming nonrelativistic path integrals correctly
from flat spacetime to spacetimes with torsion [10]. In that context it appeared as a quantum equivalence
principle. Evidence for its correctness was derived from its essential role in solving the path integral of
the hydrogen atom via a nonholonomic Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation [10].
Recall that Einstein found the laws of nature in curved space via the following two steps. First, he
went from rectilinear coordinates xa (a = 0; 1; 2; 3) to arbitrary curvilinear ones q ( = 0; 1; 2; 3) by a
coordinate transformation
xa = xa(q): (1)












to the induced metric




(q)  @xa(q)=@q; (3)
with the same flat geometry as before, only parametrized in an arbitrary way. Here Einstein postulated
that when written in such generalized coordinates, the flat-spacetime laws of nature remain valid in
spacetimes with curvature.
The new formulation and extension of this procedure [10] was inspired by a standard technique in
describing line-like topological defects in crystals [6, 12, 13, 14]. In that context it was recognized, that
crystalline defects may be generated via a thought experiment, a so-called Volterra process , in which
layers or sections of matter are cut from a crystal, with a subsequent smooth rejoining of the cutting
surfaces (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Crystal with dislocation and disclination generated by nonholonomic coordinate transformations
from an ideal crystal. Geometrically, the former transformation introduces torsion and no curvature, the
latter curvature and no torsion.
Mathematically, this cutting and joining may be described by active nonholonomic mappings of the
next-neighbor atomic distance vectors. Since there are missing or excess atoms in the image space, the
mapping is not integrable to a global coordinate transformation (1). Instead, it is described by a local
transformation
dxa = e a(q) dq
 ; (4)
whose coecients e a(q) have a nonvanishing curl
@ e
a
(q) − @ e a(q) 6= 0 ; (5)
implying that any candidate for a coordinate transformation xa(q) corresponding to (4) must disobey the
integrability conditions of Schwarz, i.e., its second derivatives do not commute:
(@@ − @@)xa(q) 6= 0: (6)
The functions xa(q) must therefore be multivalued , thus being no proper functions of mathematical
textbooks, which require them to be single-valued. We shall see that such functions are the ideal tools for
constructing the nonholonomic coordinate transformations which carry theories in flat space to spaces
with curvature and torsion. It is therefore important to learn how to handle such functions.
As a matter of fact, the multivaluedness of the coordinate transformations xa(q) implied by (6) is not
enough to describe all topological defects in a crystal. Also the coecient functions e a(q) themselves
will have to violate the Schwarz criterion by having noncommuting derivatives [6]:
(@@ − @@)e a(q) 6= 0: (7)
They are called multivalued basis tetrads [15]. The multivaluedness distinguishes them in an essential way
from the similar-looking objects well-known tetrad or vierbein formalism used in the standard literature
on gravity to be found in all major textbooks (for instance [15]). In contrast to our basis tetrads, those
are single-valued. The dierence will be explained below and in more detail in Section 13.
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As in the standard tetrad formalism, the induced metric (3) can be used to introduce reciprocal
multivalued tetrads
ea
(q)  abg(q)eb(q): (8)
The satisfy the orthogonality and completeness relations








(q) =  a
b : (9)
Parallel transport of a vector eld is dened by a vanishing covariant derivative
Dv(q) = @v(q) − Γ(q)v(q); Dv(q) = @v(q) + Γ(q)v(q); (10)
where Γ(q) is the ane connection
Γ(q)  e a (q)@ e a(q) = −e a(q) @ e a (q): (11)
Note that by denition, the multivalued tetrads themselves form a parallel eld:
Dea
(q) = 0; Dea(q) = 0; (12)
implying that the induced metric is a parallel tensor eld (metricity condition):
Dg(q) = 0: (13)














(q) − @ e a(q)

; (15)
we see that it measures directly the violation of the integrability condition as in (5), and thus the
noncommutativity (6) of the derivatives in front of xa(q).
While torsion measures the degree of violation of the Schwarz integrability condition of the nonholo-
nomic coordinate transformations in (6), the violation of the condition in (7) denes curvature tensor:
R
(q) = e a (q) (@@ − @@) e a(q) : (16)
Indeed, using (11), we nd for R(q) the covariant curl of the connection
R
 = @Γ − @Γ − ΓΓ + ΓΓ; (17)
which is the dening equation for the Riemann-Cartan curvature tensor. By constructing, the curvature
tensor is antisymmetric in the rst index pair.
In spite of the multivaluedness of the tetrads ea(q), the metric and connection must be single-valued
so that their second derivatives commute:
(@@ − @@)Γ (q) = 0; (@@ − @@)g (q) = 0: (18)
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In fact, these properties are the origin of the rst and second Bianchi identities of general relativity,
respectively.
From the integrability condition for the metric in (18) we derive the antisymmetry of R with
respect to the second index pair, namely
R = −R (19)
where R  Rg: from the denition (16) we calculate directly
R +R = ea (@@ − @@) ea + ea (@@ − @@) ea
= @@ (eaea)− @@ (eaea)
= (@@ − @@) g = 0: (20)
The second Bianchi identity follows from the integrability condition for the ane connection in (18)
as follows. First we simplify the algebra by using a vector notation e for the basis tetrades ea, and
dening a corresponding quantity
R  (@@ − @@) e; (21)
which determines the curvature tensor R via the scalar product with e. Applying the covariant
derivative gives
DR = @R − ΓR − ΓR: (22)
Performing cyclic sums over  and taking advantage of the trivial antisymmetry of R in  we nd
DR = @R − ΓR + 2SR: (23)
Now we use
@@e = @ (Γe) = Γe (24)
to derive
@@@e = @Γ@e + ( $ ) + @@Γe + Γ@@e: (25)
Antisymmetrizing this in  gives
@@@e − @@@e = ΓR + [(@@ − @@ ) Γ] e: (26)
This is the place where we make use of the integrability condition for the connection (18) to drop the
last term. Together with (21), we nd
@R − ΓR = 0 (27)
Inserting this into (23) and multiplying by e we obtain an expression involving the covariant derivative
of the curvature tensor
DR
 − 2SR = 0: (28)
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This is the second Bianchi identity , guaranteeing the integrability of the connection.
The Riemann connection is given by the Christoel symbol
Γ  f; g = 12 (@g + @g − @g) : (29)
It forms part of the ane connection (11), as shown by the decomposition
Γ = Γ +K; (30)
in which K is the contortion tensor , a combination of three torsion tensors:
K = S − S + S : (31)
















− ei@ei − ei@ei + ei@ei − ei@ei} (32)
using ei(q)ei(q) = g(q). The contortion tensor is antisymmetric in the last two indices:
K = −K ; (33)
this being a direct consequence of the antisymmetry of the torsion tensor in the rst two indices:
S = −K : (34)
It is useful to state in more detail the dierences between our multivalued tetrads e a(q) and the
standard tetrads or vierbein elds h(q) whose mathematics is described in [17]. Such tetrads were
introduced a long time ago in gravity theories of spinning particles both in purely Riemann [16] as well as
in Riemann-Cartan spacetimes [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. Their purpose was to dene at every point a local Lorentz
frame by means of another set of coordinate dierentials
dx = h(q)dq
; (35)
which can be contracted with Dirac matrices γ to form locally Lorentz invariant quantities. Local
Lorentz frames are reached by requiring the induced metric in these coordinates to be Minkowskian:
g = h(q)h(q)g(q) =  : (36)
Just like ea(q) in (8), these vierbeins possess reciprocals
h
(q)  g(q)h(q); (37)
and satisfy orthonormality and completeness relations as in (9):
h
h =  ; hh =  : (38)
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They also can be multiplied with each other as in (3) to yield the metric
g(q) = h(q)h(q) : (39)
Thus they constitute another \square root" of the metric. The relation between these square roots
ea(q) = ea(q)h(q) (40)
is necessarily given by a local Lorentz transformation
a(q) = ea(q); (41)
since this matrix connects the two Minkowski metrics (2) and (36) with each other:
aba(q)b(q) =  : (42)
The dierent local Lorentz transformations allow us to choose dierent local Lorentz frames which distin-
guish elds with denite spin by the irreducible representations of these transformations. The physical
consequences of the theory must be independent of this local choice, and this is the reason why the
presence of spinning elds requires the existence of an additional gauge freedom under local Lorentz
transformations, in addition to Einstein’s invariance under general coordinate transformations. Since
the latter may be viewed as local translations, the theory with spinning particles are locally Poincare
invariant.
The vierbein elds h(q) have in common with ours that both violate the integrability condition as
in (5), thus describing nonholonomic coordinates dx for which there exists only a dierential relation
(35). However, they dier from ours by being single-valued elds satisfying the integrability condition
(@@ − @@)h(q) = 0; (43)
in contrast to our multivalued tetrads e a(q) in eq. (7).
In the local coordinate system dx, curvature arises from a violation of the integrability condition of
the local Lorentz transformations (41), which looks similar to eq. (5).
Equation (15) for the torsion tensor in terms of the multivalued tetrads e a(q) must be contrasted
with a similar-looking, but geometrically quite dierent, quantity formed from the vierbein elds h(q)
and their reciprocals, the objects of anholonomy [17]:















 (q) = Ω
γ
 (q)− Ω γ (q) + Ωγ (q); (45)
appears in the spin connection




which is needed to form a covariant derivative of local vectors
v(q) = v(q)h(q); v(q) = v(q)h(q): (47)
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The spin connection (46) is derived in Section 13, where we shall nd that the covariant derivative of
v(q) is given by
Dv(q) = @v(q)− Γ γ (q)vγ(q); Dv(q) = @v(q) + Γγ(q)vγ(q): (48)




γ(q) is independent of the contortionKγ . In fact, the objects of anholonomy Ω
γ
 (q)
are in general nonzero in the absence of torsion [18], and may even be nonzero in flat spacetime, where
the matrices h(q) degenerate to local Lorentz transformations. The orientation of the local Lorentz




The nonholonomic coordinates dx transform the metric to a Minkowskian form at the point q.
They correspond to a small \falling elevator" of Einstein in which the gravitational forces vanish only at
the center of mass, the neighborhood still being subject to tidal forces. In contrast, the nonholonomic
coordinates dxa flatten the spacetime in an entire neighborhood of the point. This is at the expense of
producing defects in spacetime (like those produced when flattening an orange peel by stepping on it),
as will be explained in Section IV. The ane connection Γabc(q) in the latter coordinates dxa vanishes
identically.
The dierence between our multivalued tetrads and the usual vierbeins is illustrated in the diagram
of Fig. 2.
Figure 2: The coordinate system q and the two sets of local nonholonomic coordinates dx and dxa.
The intermediate coordinates dx have a Minkowski metric only at the point q, the coordinates dxa in
an entire small neighborhood (at the cost of a closure failure).
A long time ago it has been pointed out by Kondo [19] that a crystal with dislocations and disclinations
may be described geometrically as a Riemann-Cartan spacetime with curvature and torsion. Turning the
argument around, active nonholonomic mappings which are used to produce defects in crystals may be
used to carry us from a flat spacetime to a Riemann-Cartan spacetime. This is in contrast to passive
nonholonomic coordinate transformation of Cartesian coordinates, which are simply an awkward and
highly unrecommendable redescription of flat spacetime.
In the sequel, we shall use the word \space" for spaces as well as spacetimes. for brevity.
In order to show that active nonholonomic transformations can be well-dened, let us rst get some
exercise in using them by studying some completely analogous but much simpler mathematical structures
in magnetostatics.
3 Multivalued Fields in Magnetism
To set the stage for the discussion, recall rst the standard treatment of magnetism. Since there are
no magnetic monopoles, a magnetic eld B(x) satises the identity ∇  B(x) = 0, implying that only
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two of the three eld components of B(x) are independent. To account for this, one usually expresses a
magnetic eld B(x) in terms of a vector potential A(x), setting B(x) =∇A(x). Then Ampere’s law,
which relates the magnetic eld to the electric current density j(x) by ∇  B = j(x) (in natural units
with c = 1), becomes a second-order dierential equation for the vector potential A(x) in terms of an
electric current
∇ [∇A(x)] = j(x): (49)
The vector potential A(x) is a gauge eld . Given A(x), any locally gauge-transformed eld
A(x) ! A0(x) = A(x) +∇(x) (50)
yields the same magnetic eld B(x). This reduces the number of physical degrees of freedom in the gauge
eld A(x) to two, just as those in B(x). In order for this to hold, the transformation function must be
single-valued, i.e., it must have commuting derivatives
(@i@j − @j@i)(x) = 0: (51)
The equation for absence of magnetic monopoles∇B = 0 is ensured if the vector potential has commuting
derivatives
(@i@j − @j@i)A(x) = 0: (52)
This integrability property makes ∇ B = 0 the Bianchi identity in this gauge eld representation of the
magnetic eld.
In order to solve (49), we remove the gauge ambiguity by choosing a particular gauge, for instance







jx− x0j : (53)








; R0  x0 − x: (54)
This standard representation of magnetic elds is not the only possible one. There exists another one
in terms of a scalar potential (x), which must, however, be multivalued to account for the two physical
degrees of freedom in the magnetic eld.
3.1 Gradient Representation of Magnetic Field of Current Loop
Consider an innitesimally thin closed wire carrying an electric current I along the line L. It corresponds
to a current density
j(x) = Iδ(x;L); (55)






Figure 3: Innitesimally thin closed current loop L. The magnetic eld B(x) at the point x is proportional
to the solid angle Ω(x) under which the loop is seen from x. In any single-valued denition of Ω(x), there
is some surface S across which Ω(x) jumps by 4. In the multivalued denition, this surface is absent.








jx− x0j ; (57)








; R0  x0 − x: (58)
Let us now derive the same result from a multivalued scalar eld. Let Ω(x) be the solid angle under
which the current loop L is seen from the point x (see Fig. 3). If S denotes an arbitrary smooth surface











































With the help of Stokes’ theoremZ
S



















The rst term is recognized to be precisely the magnetic eld (58) of the current I. The second term
is the singular magnetic eld of an innitely thin magnetic dipole layer lying on the arbitrarily chosen
surface S enclosed by L.
This term is a consequence of the fact that the solid angle Ω(x) was dened by the surface integral
(59). If x crosses the surface S, the solid angle jumps by 4. There exists, however, another possibility
of dening the solid angle Ω(x), namely by its analytic continuation from one side of the surface to the
other. This removes the jump, albeit at the cost of making Ω(x) a multivalued function dened only





Ampere’s law (49) implies that the multivalued solid angle Ω(x) satises the equation
(@i@j − @j@i)Ω(x) = 4ijkk(x;L): (66)
Thus, as a consequence of its multivaluedness, Ω(x) violates the Schwarz integrability condition as in (6).
This makes it an unusual mathematical object to deal with. It is, however, perfectly suited to describe
the physics.
In order to see explicitly how Eq. (66) is fullled by Ω(x), let us go to two dimensions where the loop
corresponds to two points (in which the loop intersects a plane). For simplicity, we move one of them to
innity, and place the other at the coordinate origin. The role of the solid angle Ω(x) is now played by





The function arctan(x2=x1) is usually made unique by cutting the x-plane from the origin along some
line C to innity, preferably along a straight line to x = (−1; 0), and assuming (x) to jump from  to
− when crossing the cut. The cut corresponds to the magnetic dipole surface S in the integral (59). In
contrast to this, we shall take (x) to be the multivalued analytic continuation of this function. Then
the derivative @i yields
@i(x) = −ij xj(x1)2 + (x2)2 : (68)
With the single-valued denition of @i(x), there would have been a -function ijj(C;x) across the cut
C, corresponding to the second term in (64). When integrating the curl of (68) across the surface s of a
small circle c around the origin, we obtain by Stokes’ theoremZ
s




which is equal to 2 in the multivalued denition of (x). This result implies the violation of the
integrability condition as in (76):
(@1@2 − @2@1)(x) = 22(x); (70)
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whose three-dimensional generalization is (66). In the single-valued denition with the jump by 2 across
the cut, the right-hand side of (69) would vanish, making (x) satisfy the integrability condition (6).
The azimuthal angle (x) solving the dierential equation (70) can be used to construct a Green func-
tion for solving the corresponding dierential equation with an arbitrary source, which is a superposition





where In are currents. We may then easily solve the dierential equation
(@1@2 − @2@1)f(x) = j(x): (72)









The gradient of f(x) yields the magnetic eld of an arbitrary set of line-like currents vertical to the plane
under consideration.
It must be pointed out that the superposition of line-like currents cannot be smeared out into a










which is properly dened only if one can clearly continue it analytically into the all parts of the composite
Riemann sheets dened by the endpoints of the cut at the rigin. If we were to replace the sum by an
integral, this possibility would be lost. Thus it is, strictly speaking, impossible to represent arbitrary
continuous magnetic elds as gradients of superpositions of scalar potentials Ω(x). This, however, is not
a severe disadvantage of this representation since any current can be approximated by a superposition of
line-like currents with any desired accuracy, and the same will be true for the associated magnetic elds.
The arbitrariness of the shape of the jumping surface is the origin of a further interesting gauge
structure which will be exploited in Section 8.
3.2 Generating Magnetic Field by Multivalued Gauge Transformations
After this rst exercise in multivalued functions, we now turn to another example in magnetism which
will lead directly to our intended geometric application. We observed before that the local gauge trans-
formation (50) produces the same magnetic eld B(x) = ∇ A(x) only, as long as the function (x)
satises the Schwarz integrability criterion (6)
(@i@j − @j@i)(x) = 0: (76)
Any function (x) violating this condition would change the magnetic eld by
Bk(x) = kij(@i@j − @j@i)(x) (77)
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thus being no proper gauge transformation. The gradient of (x)
A(x) =∇(x); (78)
would be a nontrivial vector potential.
In analogy with the multivalued coordinate transformations violating the integrability conditions of
Schwarz as in (6), the function (x) will be called nonholonomic gauge function.
Having just learned how to deal with multivalued functions we may change our attitude towards gauge
transformations and decide to generate all magnetic elds approximately in a eld-free space by such





we see from (66) that this generates a eld
Bk(x) = kij(@i@j − @j@i)(x) = k(x;L): (80)
This is a magnetic eld of total flux  inside an innitesimal tube. By a superposition of such innitesi-
mally thin flux tubes analogous to (74) we can obviously generate a dicrete approximation to any desired
magnetic eld in a eld-free space.
3.3 Magnetic Monopoles
Multivalued elds have also been used to describe magnetic monopoles [20, 21, 22]. A monopole charge
density m(x) is the source of a magnetic eld B(x) as dened by the equation
∇ B(x) = m(x): (81)
If B(x) is expressed in terms of a vector potential A(x) as B(x) =∇A(x), equation (81) implies the
noncommutativity of derivatives in front of the vector potential A(x):
1
2
ijk(@i@j − @j@i)Ak(x) = m(x): (82)
Thus A(x) must be multivalued. Dirac in his famous theory of monopoles [23] made the eld single-valued
by attaching to the world line of the particle a jumping world surface, whose intersection with a coordinate
plane at a xed time forms the Dirac string, along which the magnetic eld of the monopole is imported
from innity. This world surface can be made physically irrelevant by quantizing it appropriately with
respect to the charge. Its shape in space is just as irrelevant as that of the jumping surface S in Fig. 3.
The invariance under shape deformations constitute once more a second gauge structure of the type to
be discussed in Section 8 [20].
Once we allow ourselves to work with multivalued elds, we may easily go one step further and express
also A(x) as a gradient of a scalar eld as in (78). Then the condition becomes
ijk@i@j@k(x) = m(x): (83)
There exists by now a well-developed quantum eld theory for many other systems described by
multivalued elds [6, 24, 25].
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3.4 Minimal Magnetic Coupling of Particles from Multivalued Gauge Trans-
formations
Multivalued gauge transformations are the ideal tool to minimally couple electromagnetism to any type





The equations of motion are invariant under a gauge transformation
L! L0 = L+∇(x) _x; (85)
since this changes the action A = R t2
t1
dt L merely by a surface term:
A0 ! A = A+ (x2)− (x1): (86)
The invariance is absent if we take (x) to be a multivalued gauge function. In this case, a nontrivial
vector potential A(x) = ∇(x) (working in natural units with e = 1) is created in the eld-free space,




_x2 + A(x) _x; (87)
describes correctly the dynamics of a free particle in an external magnetic eld.
The coupling derived by multivalued gauge transformations is automatically invariant under additional
ordinary single-valued gauge transformations of the vector potential
A(x) ! A0(x) = A(x) +∇(x); (88)
since these add to the Lagrangian (87) once more the same pure derivative term which changes the action
by an irrelevant surface term as in (86).
The same procedure leads in quantum mechanics to the minimal coupling of the Schro¨dinger eld
 (x). The Lagrange density is (in natural units with h = 1)








The physics described by a Schro¨dinger wave function  (x) is invariant under arbitrary U(1) phase
changes
 (x; t) !  0(x) = eiΛ(x) (x; t): (90)
This implies that the Lagrange density (89) may equally well be replaced by the gauge-transformed one







 (x; t); (91)
where D ∇−i∇(x). By allowing for nonholonomic gauge functions (x) whose gradient is the vector
potential as in (78), the operator D turns into
D =∇− iA(x); (92)
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which describes correctly the magnetic coupling in quantum mechanics.
As in the classical case, the coupling derived by multivalued gauge transformations is automatically
invariant under ordinary single-valued gauge transformations under which the vector potential A(x)
changes as in (88), whereas the Schro¨dinger wave function undergoes a local U(1)-transformation (90).
This invariance is a direct consequence of the simple transformation behavior of D (x; t) under gauge
transformations (88) and (90) which is
D (x; t) ! D 0(x; t) = eiΛ(x)D (x; t): (93)
Thus D (x; t) transforms just like  (x; t) itself, and for this reason, D it is called gauge-covariant
derivative. The generation of magnetic elds by a multivalued gauge transformation is the simplest
example for the power of the nonholonomic mapping principle.
We are now prepared to introduce the same mathematics into dierential geometry, where the role of
gauge transformations is played by reparametrizations of the space coordinates. If spins are present, we
must formulate the theory such as to accommodate also local Lorentz transformations.
4 Infinitesimal Curvature and Torsion from Active Multivalued
Coordinate Transformations
We are now going to study the properties of a space at which we can arrive from a flat space using
multivalued tetrad elds ea and ea which are close to unit matrices a and a, respectively. It is easy
to see that these correspond to a geometric analog onnitesimal gauge transformations in magnetostatics
with multivalued gauge functions of the type (79). Because of the nonlinearity of all geometric quantities,
we shall restrict ourselves to innitesimal Einstein transformations
xa!
E
q = x=a − (x); (94)
which play the role of innitesimal local translations. According to (4), the associated multivalued tetrad
elds are
ea
 = a − @a
ea = a + @a: (95)
Thus they are transformed by a gradient of the functions (x) in complete analogy with the magnetic
vector potential in (50). The metric (3) induced by the innitesimal local translations (94) is
g =  + (@ + @) : (96)
For small transformation functions (x), the ane connection (11) becomes
Γ = @@: (97)
For multivalued transformation functions (x), the metric and the ane connection are, in general,
also multivalued. This could cause diculties in performing consistent length measurements and parallel
displacements. In order to avoid this, Einstein postulated that the metric g and the ane connection
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Γ should be single-valued and smooth enough to be dierentiated twice. Because of the single-
valuedness, derivatives in front of g and Γ should commute with each other [see (18), implying the
innitesimal integrability conditions
(@@ − @@) (@ + @) = 0; (98)
(@@ − @@) @@ = 0: (99)
Since  are innitesimal, we can lower the index in both equations (with a mistake which is only of the




(@@ − @@) ; (100)
R = (@@ − @@) @: (101)
Note that the curvature tensor is antisymmetric in the last two indices, as an immediate consequence
of the integrability condition (99). This antisymmetry is therefore a Bianchi identity of the gauge eld
representation of the curvature tensor for innitesimal deviations from flat space, where it constitutes
the fundamental or second identity in Schouten’s nomenclature [17].





[@ (@ + @) + @ (@ + @)− @ (@ + @)] : (102)




(@@ − @@)  − 12 (@@ − @@)  +
1
2




[@ (@ − @) + @ (@ + @)− @ (@ + @)] ; (103)
the rst line being the combination (31) of torsion tensors. By inserting the innitesimal Riemann




@ [@ (@ + @) + @ (@ + @)− @ (@ + @)]
= −1
2
@ [@ (@ + @) + @ (@ + @)− @ (@ + @)] : (104)
Averaging the two equal right-hand sides, the integrability condition (99) for the metric removes the two




f[@@ (@ + @)− ($ )]− [$ ]g : (105)
Multivalued coordinate transformations of the type (94) appear naturally in the theory of topological
defects in three-dimensional crystals. There one considers innitesimal displacements of atoms
xi ! x0i = xi + ui(x); (i = 1; 2; 3): (106)
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where x0i are the shifted positions, as seen from an ideal reference crystal. If we change the point of view
to an intrinsic description, i.e., if we measure coordinates by counting the number of atomic steps within
the distorted crystal, then the atoms of the ideal reference crystal are displaced by
xi ! x0i = xi − ui(x): (107)
The displacement eld is dened only modulo lattice spacings. This makes it intrinsically multivalued,
having noncommuting derivatives which contain information on the crystalline topological defects. The
physical coordinates of material points xi for i = 1; 2; 3 are identied with the previous spatial coor-
dinates1 xa for a = 1; 2; 3 and @a = @=@xa(a = i) with the previous derivatives @i. The innitesimal
translation elds in (94) are equal to the displacements ui(x) such that the multivalued tetrads are
eia = 
i
a − @aui; eai = ai + @iua; (108)
and all geometric quantities are dened as before.




(@kul + @luk); (109)




(@kul − @luk): (110)
For these, the integrability conditions (98), (99) imply that
(@i@j − @j@i) (@kul + @luk) = 0; (111)
(@i@j − @j@i) @n (@kui + @luk) = 0 (112)
(@i@j − @j@i) @k (@kui − @luk) = 0; (113)




(@kul + @luk); (114)




(@kul − @luk); (115)









instead of the tensor eld (115).
A single-valued distortion eld ui(x) corresponds to an elastic deformation, a multivalued eld to a
plastic deformation of the crystal.
The local vector eld !j has noncommuting derivatives, as measured by the tensor
Gji = ikl@k@l!j: (117)
1When working with four-vectors, it is conventional to consider the upper indices as physical components. In purely
three dimensional calculations one usually employs the metric ηab = δab such that x
a=i and xi are the same.
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This is the Einstein curvature tensor of the Riemann-Cartan geometry. Since the derivative of the local
rotation tensor has commuting derivatives, the Einstein tensor is divergenceless:
@iGji = 0: (118)
This corresponds to the famous original Bianchi identity (the rst identity) of Riemann spaces which has
served as a prototype for all identities expressing the single-valuedness of physical elds.
Let us prove that Gji coincides with the Einstein tensor in the common denition as the combination
of Ricci tensor and scalar curvature:
Gji = Rji − 12gjiRkk: (119)
Returning to the notation i(q) for the innitesimal translations, and taking advantage of the integrability
condition (99), we write the curvature tensor (30) as
Rijkl = (@i@j − @j@i) 12 (@kl − @lk) = (@i@j − @j@i) klm!m(q): (120)
In three dimensions, the antisymmetry in ij and kl suggests the introduction of a of second-rank tensor
Gji  14ikljmnR
klmn: (121)













If we now insert into the fully covariant version of (121) the identity
eiklejmn = gijgkmgln + gimgknglj + gingkjglm − gijglmgkn − gimgkngkj − gingljgkm; (123)
we recover (119).




a direct generalization of (121).








which coincides with (117), as we wanted to prove.





(@ln + @nl) = ikljmn@k@mln: (125)
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In the theory of crystalline topological defects one introduces the following measures for the noncommu-
tativity of derivatives. The dislocation density
ij = ikl@k@lj ; (126)
the disclination density
ij = ikl@k@l!j ; (127)
and the defect density
ij = ikljmn@k@mlm: (128)





ij  iklΓklj  iklSklj : (129)
Hence torsion is a measure of the translational defects contained in singular coordinated transformations.
We can also use the decomposition (31) and express this in terms of the contortion tensor as
ij = iklKklj : (130)




@j (@jk − @kj)− 12 [@j (@kj + @ik)− (j $ k)]
= @i!jk − [@jki − (j $ k)] : (131)






Inserting this into (130) we see that
ij = −Kji + ijKll (133)
For Nye’s contortion tensor, the decomposition (131) takes the form
Kil = @i!l − lkj@jkj (134)
Consider now the disclination density ij . Comparing (128) with (117) we see that it coincides exactly
with the Einstein tensor Gjl formed from the full curvature tensor
ij  Gji: (135)
The defect density (128), nally, coincides with the Einstein tensor formed from the Riemannian curvature
tensor.
ij = Gij (136)
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5 Explicit Multivalued Transformations Producing
Curvature and Torsion
Let us give explicit multivalued functions (q) generating innitesimal pointlike curvature and torsion in
an otherwise flat space. We may restric ourselves to two dimensions. The generalization to D dimensions
is straightforward{we may simply deal with each of the D(D − 1)=2 coordinate plains separately, and
compose the results at the end. In each coordinate plane, we now write down transformation functions
which correspond to the fundamental topological defects pictures in Fig. 1.
5.1 Torsion
Consider rst the upper example in Fig. 1, in where a dislocation is generated by a Volterra process in




dq1 for i = 1,
dq2 + @(q)dq for i = 2,
(137)
where  is a small parameter, and (q) the multivalued function (67). In the two-dimensional subspace
under consideration, the tetrads are dyads with components
e1(q) = 1 ;
e2(q) = 2 + @(q) ; (138)
yielding for the torsion tensor the components
S
1(q) = 0; S2(q) =

4
(@@ − @@)(q); (139)






The mapping introduces no curvature. When encircling a dislocation along a closed path C, its counter








It species the direction and thickness of the layer of additional atoms. With the help of Stokes’ theorem,











where d2s = −d2s is the projection of an oriented innitesimal area element onto the plane . The
above example has the Burgers vector
bi = (0; ): (143)
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A corresponding closure failure appears when mapping a closed contour C in the ideal crystal into a



























with the last step following from (15).








(q − qn): (146)








As in the magnetic case, one is not allowed to replace the sum by an integral over a continuous distri-
bution of these functions, since the endpoints of the cuts of the Riemann surfaces must remain clearly
distinguishable [see the discussion after Eq. (75)]. In crystal physics, this means that there is no math-
ematically well-dened way of setting up continuous theory of defects. Fortunately, this which need not
bother us since defects in crystals are discete objects anyhow. It is curious to see how theorists of plastic
deformations have tried to escape this problem verbally.
When applied to spacetime of gravitational physics, this implies that it is impossible to generate, even
innitesimally, a space with a smooth torsion. We can only generate a space carrying a superposition
of discrete torsion lines (or surfaces in four spacetime dimensions). This is similar to the geometry
generated by the Regge calculus [26]. For the arguments to be presented in the sequel, however, this
problem will be irrelevant. We merely need to be sure that a flat space can be transformed into spaces with
arbitrary discrete superpositions of innitesimal line- or surface-like curvatures and torsions. Once we
know the transformed laws of nature for such discrete superpositions, we may generalize them to arbitrary
innitesimal curvature and torsion. These can always be approximated discretely to any desired degree
of accuracy.
By removing a vertical layer of atoms in Fig. 1, we obtain the same result with the superscript 1
exchanged by 2. By going through the same procedure in all coordinate planes, removing a layer of
atoms in each spatial direction, and forming superpositions, we can generate an arbitrary superposition
of discrete innitesimal torsions in the initially flat space. This procedure can be extended to three and
four spacetime dimensions in an obvious way.
5.2 Curvature
The second example is the nonholonomic mapping in the lower part of Fig. 1, generating a disclination
which corresponds to an entire section of angle Ω missing in an ideal atomic array. For an innitesimal
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with the multivalued function (67). The symbol  denotes the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. The
transformed metric







is single-valued and has commuting derivatives. The torsion tensor vanishes since (@1@2 − @2@1)x1;2 is
proportional to q2;1(2)(q) = 0. The local rotation eld !(q)  12 [@1x2(q) − @2x1(q)], on the other hand,
is equal to the multivalued function Ω(q), thus having the noncommuting derivatives:
(@1@2 − @2@1)!(q) = Ω(2)(q): (150)
To lowest order in Ω, this determines the curvature tensor, which in two dimensions possesses only one
independent component, for instance R1212. From Eq. 120, (150) we see that
R1212 = (@1@2 − @2@1)!(q) = Ω(2)(q): (151)
As in the case of torsion, we may write perform the active nonholonomic coordinate transformation












Ωn(2)(q − qn): (153)
This forms an approximation to an arbitrary innitesimal continuous curvature in the 12-plane. Again,
we cannot take the continuum limit, but for the derivation of structure of the physical laws, the restricted
point-like distributions of curvature and torsion are perfectly sucient.
By cutting a sector of atoms from all possible coordinate planes and choosing dierent directions
of the sector we can generate a four-dimensional spacetime with an arbitrary superposition of discrete
innitesimal curvatures from an initially flat space.
We conclude: A space with inntesimally small torsion and curvature can be generated from a flat
space via multivalued coordinate transformations, and is completely equivalent to a crystal which has
undergone plastic deformation and is lled with dislocations and disclinations. The nonholomonic map-
ping principle has produced a Riemann-Cartan space with inntesimal line-like curvature and torsion
from a flat space. We must emphasize the innitesimal nature of the line like torsion and curvature.
It is mathematically inconsistent to generate the structure to a full geometry of defects as proposed in
Refs. [12]-[14]. The reason is that this would prouce higher powers of -functions (140), (153), which are
mathematically undened.
In a Minkowski space, trajectories of free point particles are straight lines. A space with curvature
and torsion may be viewed as a "world crystal" with topological defects. In it, the preferred paths are no
longer straight since defects may lie in their way. Translating this into Einstein’s theory, mass points in a
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gravitational eld will run along the geometrically preferred path in the space with defects. The defects
in the \world crystal" explain all gravitational eects.
In Subsection 6.2 we shall demonstrate that the nonholonomic mapping principle will turn straight
lines in flat space into the correct particle trajectories. There are autoparallel, forming the straightest
possible paths in the metric-ane space.







where c is the light velocity ( 3  1010 cm/s), h is Planck’s constant ( 1:05459 10−27 erg/s) and k
is Newton’s gravity constant ( 6:673  10−8 cm3/ (g  s2)). The Planck length is an extremely small
quantity ( 8:09  10−33 cm) which at present is beyond any experimental resolution. This may be
imagined as the lattice constant of the world crystal with defects.
6 The New Action Principle in the Presence of Torsion
In 1993, Fiziev and I [27] applied the nonholonomic mapping principle to the variational derivation of
equations of motion from the extremum of an action. We observed that variations of paths in spaces with
torsion should reflect the closure failure of parallelograms and can therefore not be performed with both
ends of the paths simultaneously held xed. This has the important and surprising consequence that an
action involving only the metric of space can produce equations of motion containing a torsion force.
The new variational procedure was simplied by Pelster and myself [28] by introducing modied
variations which do not commute with the proper-time derivative of the trajectory. The simplied
procedure has the advantage of being applicable to a larger variety of actions, in particular to particles
in external elds.
6.1 Minkowski Spacetime
Starting point is the standard action principle for the free motion of a spinless point particle of mass M
in a flat space with Minkowski metric ab. Introducing some parameter  to describe the path xa() of











is proportional to the proper time spent by the particle moving from 1 to 2, i.e., the Lagrangian reads
[16]
L( _xa) = −M
p
_x2 : (157)
By construction, the action (156) is invariant with respect to arbitrary reparametrizations  !  0 =  0().
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The Hamiltonian action principle states that the physically realized trajectory is found by extremiza-
tion, requiring the vanishing of the variation
A[xa()] = 0 (158)
with respect to all variations xa() which vanish at the end points 1 and 2:
xa(1) = xa(2) = 0 : (159)
The geometric meaning of a variation implies that they are independent of changes in the  -parameter,
i.e., that they satisfy the following commutation relation with the derivative d  d=d :
dx
a() − dxa() = 0 : (160)






= 0 : (161)
Inserting the Lagrangian (157), and remembering the proper distance ds in Eq. (155)], we end up with
the equation of motion
x¨a() = f() _xa() ; (162)
where f() is determined by a relation between the proper distance s and the trajectory parameter  :
f() = s¨()= _s(): (163)
Just as the action (156),the equation of motion (162) is invariant with respect to arbitrary reparametriza-
tions  !  0 =  0(). Under these









leads to a vanishing of f 0( 0), implying that  0 coincides with the proper time  = s=c. Then the
equation of motion (162) simply reduces to
x¨a() = 0: (166)
It is useful to realize that the above relativistic treatment can be reduced to a nonrelativistically
looking procedure by not using (157) as a Lagrangian but, instead, the completely equivalent one





This contains the particle orbit quadratically, looking like a free nonrelativistic Lagrangian action, but
at the expense of an extra dimensionless variable (). At the extremum, the new action coincides with












which is the same as (156).
The new action shares with the old action (156) the reparametrization invariance  !  0 =  0(). We
only have to assign an appropriate transformation behavior to the extra variable (). If  is replaced
by a new parameter  = f(), the action remains invariant, if () is simultaneously changed as follows:
! =f 0: (170)
For the proper time
 = ; (171)
the extremal variable (s) is identically equal to unity. Thus we can use the Lagrangian (167) for   1
to nd the correct relativistic particle trajectories parametrized with the proper time . Moreover, as
long as we do not need the numerical value of the action but only its functional dependence on the paths
x(s), we may drop the trivial constant last term −M=2 in (167), and the action looks exactly like a








The negative sign ensures that the spatial part of _x2() appears with the usual positive sign.
6.2 Riemann-Cartan Spacetime
In Subsection 3.4 we have learned how to nd the action of a point particle in the presence of a magnetic
eld by simply applying a nonholonomic gauge transformation to the eld-free action. In the presence of
curvature and torsion, the nonholonomic mapping principle instructs us to transform the action (169),
or equivalently, the actions (169) and (172) via the innitesimal coordinate transformations (94) to
curvilinear coordinates. After this we assume the transformation functions (q) to be multivalued. For
nite transformations we use the mapping (4) to transform the action to an arbitrary metric ane space.
For the paths of the particles, this implies the mapping
_q = ei(q) _xi; (173)
by which the Lorentz-invariant proper time increment (155) is mapped into
ds =
q
g(q()) _q() _q (): (174)






g(q()) _q() _q(): (175)







g(q()) _q() _q (): (176)
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Before proceeding with our main argument we rst observe a general feature of all actions generated
from flat-space actions by means of nonholonomic transformations: They are trivially invariant under
ordinary holonomic coordinate transformations. In the context of multivalued gauge transformations
in magnetostatics, this was seen before in Subsection 3.4, where gauge invariance was automatic. For
the actions (175) and (176) the coordinate invariance is obvious: Under a coordinate transformation
q ! q0, the coordinate dierentials transform like










 = ;  = : (179)
The new coordinate dierentials are related to flat ones by a relation like (4):
dxa = e0 a(q
0) dq0 : (180)


























Inserting this into (3), we nd the corresponding transformation law for the metric tensor
g(q) ! g0′′(q0) = ′(q)′(q)g(q): (182)
Using this and (177), (178), we readily prove the invariance of the proper time increment (174), and thus
of the actions (175) and (176) under arbitrary coordinate transformations.
An arbitrary vector eld v(q) transforms like





as follows directly from a comparison of the two local representations for a vector eld in flat space
va(q) = ea(q)v(q) = e0a(q0)v(q0) and va(q) = ea(q)v(q) = e0a(q0)v(q0).
As announced before, the closure failure of parallelograms in a space with torsion forces us to reexamine
the variational procedure in the action principle for spinless point particles. To be consistent, the same
nonholonomic mapping which generates the Riemann-Cartan space requires that the variations in the
transformed q-coordinates are performed as gauge images of the variations in the euclidean xi-space,
to be found via (173). It is easy to see that the images of variations xi() are quite dierent from
ordinary variations as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The variations of the Cartesian coordinates xi() are
performed at xed end points of the paths. Thus they form closed paths in the xi-space. Their images,
however, lie in a space with defects and thus possess a closure failure indicating the amount of torsion
introduced by the mapping. This property will be emphasized by writing the images Sq() and calling
them nonholonomic variations.
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Figure 4: Images under a holonomic and a nonholonomic mapping of a fundamental path variation. In
the holonomic case, the paths x() and x() + x() in (a) turn into the paths q() and q() + -q() in
(b). In the nonholonomic case with S 6= 0, they go over into q() and q()+ Sq() shown in (c) with
a closure failure Sq2 = b at 2 analogous to the Burgers vector b in a solid with dislocations.
Let us calculate them explicitly. The paths in the two spaces are related by the integral equation
q() = q(1) +
Z 
1
d 0 ei(q( 0)) _xi( 0): (184)
Note that the left-hand side is well dened even though ei(q( 0)) is a multivalued function. When
performing the integral along a specic path q(s), we may continue ei(q( 0)) analytically through any
jumping surface of the type sketched in Fig. 3.









d 0f[Sei(q( 0))] _xi( 0) + ei(q( 0)) _xi( 0)g; (185)
which will be referred to as a nonholonomic variation of the image path q(). The superscript S indicates
that the properties of this change depend crucially on the torsion in q-space. A comparison with (173)






just as for ordinary variations xi [recall (160)].
It will be useful to introduce in addition a further quantity to be called auxiliary nonholonomic
variation in q-space by the relation:
-q()  ei(q())xi(): (187)
In contrast to Sq(), these vanish at the endpoints:
-q(1) = -q(2) = 0; (188)
i.e., they form closed paths in q-space.
With the help of (187) we derive from (185) the relation
d
d
Sq() = S [ei(q())] _xi() + ei(q()) _xi()






 = −ΓSqei ; d
d




Sq = −ΓSq _q + Γ _q -q + d
d
-q: (191)
It is useful to introduce the dierence between the nonholonomic variation Sq and the auxiliary non-
holonomic variation -q:
Sb  Sq − -q: (192)
Then we can rewrite (191) as a rst-order dierential equation for Sb:
d
d
Sb = −ΓSb _q + 2S _q -q : (193)













where  is now the proper time. Using (186) and (188) we partially integrate of the  _q-term, and apply









q¨ + Γ _q _q
 -q + g _q d
d
Sb + ΓSb _q _q
 
: (195)
To derive the equation of motion we rst vary the action in a space without torsion. Then we have
Sb()  0, and we obtain
SA = A = M
Z 2
1
dg(q¨ + Γ _q _q) -q : (196)
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Thus, the action principle SA = 0 produces the equation for the geodesics
q¨ + Γ _q _q = 0: (197)
This describes the correct particle trajectories in the absence of torsion.
In the presence of torsion where Sb 6= 0, the equation of motion receives a contribution from the
second parentheses in (195). After inserting (193), the terms proportional to Sb cancel and the total













q¨ + Γ _q _q
 -q: (198)
The second line follows from the rst after using the identity Γ = Γfg + 2Sfg. The curly
brackets indicate the symmetrization of the enclosed indices. Setting SA = 0 and using (188) gives the
autoparallel equation of motion
q¨ + Γ _q _q = 0: (199)
Physically, autoparallel trajectories are a manifestation of inertia, which makes particles run along the
straightest lines rather than the shortest ones. In the absence of torsion, the two types of curves happen
to coincide. In the presence of torsion the autoparallel trajectory is more natural than the geodesic. It is
hard to conceive, how a particle should know where to go to make the trajectory the shortest curve to a
distant point. This seems to contradict our concepts of locality.
In order appreciate the geometric signicance of the dierential equation (193), we introduce the
matrices
G()  Γ(q()) _q () (200)
and
()  2S(q()) _q(); (201)
and rewrite Eq. (193) as a dierential equation for a vector
d
d





d 0U(;  0) ( 0) -q( 0); (203)
with the matrix








In the absence of torsion, () vanishes identically and Sb()  0, and the variations Sq() coincide
with the holonomic -q() [see Fig. 4(b)]. In a space with torsion, the variations Sq() and -q()
are dierent from each other [see Fig. 4(c)].
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The above variational treatment of the action is somewhat complicated and calls for a simpler pro-
cedure [28]. The extra term arising from the second parenthesis in the variation (195) can traced to a
simple property of the auxiliary nonholonomic variations (187). To nd this we form the  -derivative
d  d=d of the dening equation (187) and nd
d -q() = @ea(q()) _q ()xa() + ea(q())d xa(): (205)
Let us now perform variation - and  -derivative in the opposite order and calculate d -q(). From (4)
we have the relation
dq
() = e a (q()) dx
a() : (206)
Varying this gives
-dq() = @ea(q()) -qdxa() + ea(q()) -dxa: (207)
Since the variation in xa-space commute with the  -derivatives [recall (160)], we obtain
-d q() − d -q() = @ea(q()) -qdxa() − @ea(q()) _q ()xa(): (208)
After reexpressing xa() and dxa() back in terms of -q() and dq() = _q(), this becomes using
(11)
-d q()− d -q() = 2S _q() -q(): (209)
Thus, due to the closure failure in spaces with torsion, the operations d and - do not commute in front
of the path q(), implying that in contrast to variations , the auxiliary nonholonomic variations - of
velocities _q() no longer coincide with the velocities of variations.





dL (q(); _q()) (210)



























= −2S _q @L
@ _q
: (212)
This diers from the standard Euler-Lagrange equation by an additional contribution due to the torsion










_q () _q() = 0; (213)
which is once more Eq. (199) for autoparallels.
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7 Compatibility with Conservation Law of Energy Momentum
Tensor
An important consistency check for the correct equations of motion is based on their rederivation from
the covariant conservation law for the energy momentum tensor which, in turn, is a general property of
any theory which is invariant under arbitrary (single-valued) coordinate transformations (177), (178).
To derive this law, we express the reparametrization invariance once more in another way by studying
the behavior of the relativistic action (175) under innitesimal versions of the coordinate transformation
(178), which we shall write as local translations
q ! q0(q) = q − (q): (214)
This looks like the previous innitesimal transformations (94), but now we deal with ordinary coordinate
transformation, where the transformation functions −(q) are single-valued and possess commuting
derivatives. As a further dierence, the initial space possesses curvature and torsion.
Inserting (214) into (177) and (178), we have
   − @(q);

   + @(q); (215)
and nd from (181) and (183) the innitesimal transformations of the multivalued tetrads ea(q):
ea
(q) ! e0a(q) + @ea(q)− @ea(q); (216)
ea(q) ! e0a(q) + @ea(q) + @ea(q): (217)
To save parentheses, dierential operators are supposed to act only on the expression after it. Inserting
(217) into (3), we obtain the corresponding transformation law for the metric tensor
g(q) ! g0(q) + @g(q) + @g(q) + @g(q): (218)
For an arbitrary vector eld v(q), the transformation laws (183) become
v(q) ! v0(q) + @v(q) + @v(q);
v(q) ! v0(q) + @v(q)− @v(q): (219)
Recalling (29), the change of the metric can be rewritten as
Eg(q) = D(q) + D(q); (220)
where D are covariant derivatives dened as in (10), but with the Riemann connection (29) instead of
the ane connections:
Dv = @v − Γv; Dv = @v + Γv : (221)
The subscript of E indicates that these are the general coordinate transformations introduced by Einstein.
With this notation, the change of a vector eld is
Ev(q) = @v(q) + @v(q); Ev(q) = @v(q)− @v(q): (222)
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Inserting for v(q) the coordinate q themselves, we see that
Eq
 = −(q); (223)
which is the initial transformation (214) in this notation.


















p−g T (q); (225)





d _q()q() (4)(q − q()); (226)
























Because of the manifest invariance of the action under general coordinate transformations, the left-hand
side has to vanish for arbitrary innitesimal functions (). We therefore obtain

@ [







(4)(q−q())() = 0: (229)
To nd the physical content of this equation we consider rst a space without torsion. On a particle tra-
jectory, the action is extremal, so that the second term vanishes, and we obtain the covariant conservation
law:
@ [
p−gT (q)] +p−gΓ(q)T (q) = 0: (230)
Inserting (226), this becomes
M
Z
d [ _q() _q ()@(4)(q − q()) + Γ(q) _q() _q() (4)(q − q())] = 0: (231)
A partial integration turns this into
M
Z
d [−q¨() + Γ(q) _q() _q()] (4)(q − q()) = 0: (232)
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Integrating this over a small volume around any trajectory point q(s), we obtain the equation (197) for
the geodesic trajectory.
This technique was used by Hehl in his derivation of particle trajectories in the presence of torsion.
Since torsion does not appear in the action, he found that the trajectories to be geodesic.
The conservation law (230) can be written more covariantly as
p−g DT (q) = 0: (233)




g@g = Γ; (234)
and is a consequence of the rule of partial integration applied to (227), according to which a covariant
derivative can be treated in a volume integral
R
d4
p−gf(q) Dg(q), just like an ordinary derivative in
an euclidean integral
R
d4xf(x)@ag(x) [see Appendix A]. After a partial integration, neglecting surface










whose vanishing for all (q) yields directly (233).
Our theory does not lead to this conservation law. In the presence of torsion, the particle trajectory



















= −M 2S _q() _q(): (237)




−q¨() + [Γ(q) + 2S(q)] _q() _q()} (4)(q − q()) = 0: (238)
yielding the correct autoparallel trajectories (199) for spinless point particles.
Observe that the extra term (237) can be expressed in terms of the energy momentum tensor (226)
as p−g2ST (q)(q): (239)




p−gT (q)[ D(q) + D(q)− 4S(q)]: (240)
The quantity in brackets will be denoted by -Eg , and is equal to
-Eg = D(q) +D(q); (241)
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p−g T (q)D(q): (242)
Integrals over invariant expressions containing the covariant derivative D can be integrated by parts
according to a rule very similar to that for the Riemann covariant derivative D, which is derived in




p−g DT (q)(q); (243)
where D = D + 2S. Thus, due to the closure failure in spaces with torsion, the energy-momentum
tensor of a free spinless point particles satises the conservation law
DT
(q) = 0: (244)
This is to be contrasted with the conservation law (233). The dierence between the two laws can best
be seen by rewriting (233) as
DT
(q) + 2S(q)T (q) = 0: (245)
This is the form in which the conservation law has usually been stated in the literature [1, 2, 3, 5, 6].
When written in the form (233) it is obvious that (245) is satised only by geodesic trajectories, in
contrast to (244) which is satised by autoparallels.
The variation -Eg(q) plays a similar role in deriving the new conservation law (245) as the non-
holonomic variation -q(s) of Eq. (185) does in deriving equations of motion for point particles. Indeed,












Now the last term vanishes according to the new action principle -A = 0 from which we derived the
autoparallel trajectory (213) by setting (211) equal to zero.
The question arises whether the new conservation law (244) allows for the construction of an extension
of Einstein’s eld equation
G = T  (247)
to spaces with torsion, where G is the Einstein tensor formed from the Ricci tensor R  R in
Riemannian spacetime [ R being the same covariant curl of Γ as R is of Γ in Eq. (16)]. The
standard extension of (247) to spacetimes with torsion replaces the left-hand side by the Einstein-Cartan
tensor G  R − 12gR and becomes
G = T  (248)
The Einstein-Cartan tensor G satises a Bianchi identity
DG




 = 0; (249)
where S; is the Palatini tensor dened by
S
;  2(S + S − S): (250)
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It is then concluded that the energy momentum tensor satises the conservation law
DT




 = 0: (251)
For standard eld theories of matter, this is indeed true if the Palatini tensor satises the second Einstein-
Cartan eld equation
S; = ; ; (252)
where ; is the canonical spin density of the matter elds. A spinless point particle contributes only
to the rst two terms in (251), in accordance with (245).
What tensor will stand on the left-hand side of the eld equation (248) if the energy momentum
tensor satises the conservation law (244) instead of (245)? At present, we can give an answer [29] only





[@ − @]: (253)
Then we may simply replace (248) by
eG = T : (254)
Note that for gradient torsion, G is symmetric as can be deduced from the fundamental identity
(which expresses merely the fact that the Einstein-Cartan tensor R is the covariant curl of the ane
connection)
DS ; = G −G: (255)
Indeed, inserting (253) into (250), we nd the Palatini tensor
S
;  −2[@ − ($ )]: (256)
This has a vanishing covariant derivative
DS ; = −2[D@ −D@] = 2[S@ − 2S@ + 2S@]; (257)
since the terms on the right-hand side cancel after using (253) and S  S = − 32@. Now we insert
(253) into the Bianchi identity (249), with the result
DG
 + @G − @G + 2@R = 0: (258)
Inserting here R = G − 12gG , this becomes
DG
 + @G = 0: (259)
Thus we nd the Bianchi identity
D(e
G
) = 0: (260)
This makes the left-hand side of the new eld equation (254) compatible with the covariant new conser-
vation law (244), just as in Einstein’s theory.
The eld equation for the -eld is still unknown.
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8 Gauge Field Representation of Particle Orbits
In Section 3 we have given two examples for the use of multivalued elds in describing magnetic phenom-
ena. Up to now, we have only transferred the second example in Subse. 3.2 to geometry by generating
nontrivial gauge elds from multivalued gauge transformations.
The exists an equally important geometric version also for the mathematical structure in the rst
example in 3.1, the gradient representation of the magnetic eld, as we shall elaborate in this section.
8.1 Current Loop with Magnetic Forces
To prepare the grounds for this we pose ourselves the problem of calculating the magnetic energy of
current loop from the gradient representation of the magnetic eld. Since this will provide us with an
example for the construction of eld actions, we shall consider the energy as a euclidean action and denote











This holds for the multivalued solid angle Ω(x). In order to perform eld theoretic calculations, we go





d3x [∇Ω(x) − 4δ(x;S)]2; (263)
where we have expressed the integral over the magnetic dipole surface in (64) with the help of the





The -function is essential in removing the unphysical eld energy on the articial magnetic dipole layer
on S which is only serves to make the solid angle single-valued. Its unphysical nature can be exhibited
in the action (263) as follows: Suppose we move the surface S to a new location S0, while keeping its
boundary anchored on the current loop L. Under this move, the -function on the surface changes as
follows (see [24, 25]):





is the -function on the volume V over which S has swept in moving to S0. Thus the -function on
the surface S is a gauge eld of the current loop, and (265) is a gauge transformation which leaves the
boundary of L unchanged. The action (263) is also invariant, since the gradient of the -function in (265)
can be absorbed into Ω(x):
Ω(x) ! Ω0(x) = Ω(x) + 4(x;V ): (267)
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The gauge invariance makes the eld energy independent of the position of the articial magnetic dipole
layer for a current flowing along the xed loop L. This gauge invariance has its root in the fact that Ω
is dened only up to integer multiples of 4 | it is a cyclic eld.
We are now ready to calculate the magnetic eld energy of the current loop. For this we rewrite the







B2(x) + B(x)  [∇Ω(x)=4 − Iδ(x;S)]

; (268)




Extremizing this in Ω(x) yields the equation
∇ B(x) = 0; (269)
implying that the eld lines of B(x) form closed loops. This equation may be enforced identically (as a
Bianchi identity) by expressing B(x) as a curl of an auxiliary vector potential A(x), setting
B(x) ∇A(x): (270)







[∇A(x)]2 − [∇A(x)]  Iδ(x;S)

: (271)







[∇A(x)]2 −A(x)  I[∇ δ(x;S)

; (272)
and we identify in the linear term in A(x) the auxiliary current
j(x)  I∇ δ(x;S): (273)
This current is conserved for closed loops L. This follows from the property of the -function on an
arbitrary line L connecting the points x1 and x2:
∇  δ(x;L) = (x2)− (x1) (274)
For closed loops, the right-hand side vanishes.
We now observe that Stokes’ theorem can be rewritten as an identity for -functions
∇ δ(x;S) = δ(x;L): (275)
This shows that the auxiliary current (273) is equal to (55). The eld equation following from the action
(271) is Ampere’s law (49). Thus the auxiliary quantities B(x) A(x), and j(x) coincide with the usual
magnetic quantities with the same name.
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By inserting the explicit solution (53) of Ampere’s law into the energy, we obtain the Biot-Savart






jx − x0j j(x
0): (276)
The relations (273) implies that the -function on the surface S is a gauge eld whose curl produces a
unit current loop. Thus the action (271) is invariant under two mutually dual gauge transformations, the
usual magnetic one 50) by which the vector potential receives a gradient of an arbitrary scalar eld, and
the transformation gauge transformation (266), by which the irrelevant surface S is moved to another
conguration S0.
Thus we have proved the complete equivalence of the gradient representation of the magnetic eld
to the usual gauge eld representation. In the gradient representation, there exists a new type of gauge
invariance which expresses the physical irrelevance of the jumping surface appearing when using single-
valued solid angles.
The action (272) describes magnetism in terms of a double gauge theory, in which the gauge of A(x)
and the shape of S can be changes arbitrarily.
8.2 Particle World Lines with Gravitational Forces
It is possible to transfer the entire double-gauge structure to geometry. In this way we can derive a theory
in which not only the gravitational forces are represented by a metric ane geometry, but also the particle
orbits. The latter can be reexpressed in terms of particle world lines, more specically, the Einstein tensor
of the second gauge structure becomes the energy momentum tensor of the particle world line. It is the
analog of the auxiliary current (273). The conservation law (274) which is satised automatically by the
Einstein tensor turns into the conservation law of the energy-momentum tensor for the world lines.
We shall present such a construction only for a system without torsion. For simplicity, we assume the
world as a crystal in four Riemannian spacetime dimensions. If the crystal is distorted by a displacement
eld
q ! q0 = q + u(q); (277)





p−g( Du + Du)2; (278)
where M is some elastic modulus. If part of the distortions are of the plastic type, the world crystal
contains defects dened by Volterra surfaces, where crystalline layers or sections have been cut out.
The displacement eld is multivalued, and the action (278) is the analog of the magnetic action (262)
in the presence of a current loop. In order to do eld theory with this action, we have to make the
displacement eld single-valued with the help of -functions describing the jumps across the Volterra




p−g(u − uP)2; (279)
where u = ( Du + Du)=2 is the elastic strain tensor and uP the gauge eld of plastic deformations
describing the Volterra surfaces via -functions on these surfaces [6]. The energy density is invariant
under the single-valued defect gauge transformations [the analogs of (265)]
u
P ! uP + ( D + D)=2; u ! u + : (280)
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Physically, they express the fact that defects are not aected by elastic distortions of the crystal. Only
multivalued gauge functions  would change the defect content in uP .
We now introduce an auxiliary symmetric tensor eld G and rewrite the action (281) in a rst-order










 + iG(u − uP)

: (281)
After a partial integration and extremization in u, the middle terms yield the equation
DG = 0: (282)
This may be guaranteed identically, as a Bianchi identity, by an ansatz
G = ee
′′ D D′′ : (283)


























 + iT 

; (285)
where T is the defect density dened in analogy to ij of Eq. (128):
T  = ee
′′ D D′uP′ : (286)
It is invariant under defect gauge transformations (280), and satises the conservation law
DT  = 0: (287)
Although we have written (286) and (287) covariantly, they are only applicable in their linearized
approximations to innitesimal defects, as emphasized in the discussion after eq. (360). By identifying
 with half an elastic metric eld g [generalizing the linearized expression in terms of the strain eld
in Eq. (125), where the metric is g =  + 2 ], the tensor G is recognized as the Einstein tensor
associated with the metric tensor g . The defect density T is formed in the same way from the plastic
strain uP .
For small deviations 0 of  from flat space limit =2, we can linearize G in 0 and nd
G  ′′@@′ 0′ :
= −(@20 + @@0 − @@0 − @@0) + (@20 − @@0): (288)
Introducing the eld   0 − 120, and going to the Hilbert gauge @ = 0, the Einstein
tensor reduces to
G = −@2 ; (289)
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and the interaction energy of an arbitrary distribution of defects [the analog of (276)]
A M
Z









is the Green function of the dierential operator (@2)2.
The interaction (290) gives the elastic energy of matter in the world crystal. The defect density T(q)
plays a similar role as the energy-momentum tensor
m
T (q) of matter in gravity. Indeed, it satises the
same conservation law (A3). The interaction does not, however, coincide with the gravitational energy
for which the Green function should be that of the Laplacian @2 rather than (@2)2 to yield Newton’s
gravitational potential / r−1 [as in the magnetic Biot-Savart energy (276)].

























which leads to the eld equation
−@2 = T  ; (294)
and thus to the correct gravitational interaction energy.
It is easy to verify that the energy (292) is invariant under defect gauge transformations (280), just
as the elastic action (284).
A similar construction exists for a full nonlinear Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity [30].
8.3 Field Representation for Ensembles of Particle World Lines
To end this section let us mention that a grand-canonical ensemble of world lines can be transformed
into a quantum eld theory [24]. In this way, we convert the double gauge theory into a eld theory
with a single gauge eld. This construction may eventually be helpful in nding the correct theory of
gravitation with torsion.
9 Embedding
The readers who feel uneasy in dealing with the unfamiliar multivalued tetrads ea(q) in (4) may be
convinced that autoparallels are the correct particle trajectories of spinless point particles in another
way: by the special geometric role of autoparallels in a Riemann-Cartan space generated by embedding.
It is well known, that a D-dimensional space with curvature can be produced by embedding it into a flat
space of a suciently large dimension D > D via some functions xA(q) (A = 1; : : : ; D). The metric AB
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in this flat space is pseudo-Minkowskian, containing only diagonal elements 1. The mapping xA(q) is
smooth, but cannot be inverted to q(x). Let EA be the D xed basis vectors in the embedding space,
then the functions xA(q) dene D local tangent vectors to the submanifold:




They induce a metric
g(q) = EA(q)EB(q)AB ; (296)
which can be used to dene the reciprocals
EA (q) = g(q)EA(q): (297)
Note that in contrast to our multivalued tetrads in (9), the tangent vectors satisfy only the orthogonality
relation
EA(q)EA(q) =  ; (298)
but not the completeness relation
EA(q)EB(q) 6= AB; (299)
the latter being obvious since the sum over  = 1; : : : ; D < D is too small to span a D-dimensional space.
The embedding induces an ane connection in q-space
Γ(q)  EA(q)@ E A(q) = −E A(q) @EA(q): (300)
Since EA(q)  @xA(q)=@q are derivatives of single-valued embedding functions xA(q), they satisfy
a Schwarz integrability condition [in contrast to (5)]:
@ E
A
(q) − @E A(q) = 0 : (301)
The torsion (14) is therefore necessarily zero.
Because of their single-valuedness, derivatices commute in front of the tangent vectors EA(q), so
there exists no formula of the type (16) to calculate the curvature:
R
(q) 6= EA(q) (@@ − @@)EA(q) = 0: (302)
In order to derive the curvature tensor (17) from (16), we needed the property
@e
a
 = Γea; (303)
which was deduced from (11) using the completeness relation ea(q)eb(q) = ab. Since such a relation
does not exist now [see (299)], we have
@E
A
(q) 6= Γ(q)EA(q); (304)
and a formula of the type (302) cannot be used to nd R(q).
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It is possible to introduce torsion in the embedded q-space [31] by allowing the tangent vectors to
disobey the Schwarz integrability condition (301). In contrast to the multivalued tetrads ea(q), however,
the functions EA(q) possess commuting derivatives. This brings them in spirit close to the ordinary
tetrads or vierbein elds h(q), except that there are more of them. For nonintegrable functions EA(q),
the embedding is not dened pointwise but only dierentially:
dxA = EA(q)dq: (305)
For any curve xA(), we can nd a curve in q-space which is dened up to a free choice of the initial
point:
_q() = _q(1) +
Z 
1
d 0 EA(q( 0))dxA( 0): (306)
In contrast to (184), the integrand does not require an analytic continuation through cuts.
A straight line in the embedding x-space has a constant velocity vA(s) = _xA(s). Its image in the
embedded space via the mapping (305) satises
EA(q)q¨(s) + _EA(q(s)) _q (s) = 0: (307)
Multiplying this equation by EA(q) and using the orthogonality relation (298) as well as the dening
equation (300), we nd the Eq. (199), so that the straight line goes over into an autoparallel trajecto-
ries. Geodesic trajectories, on the other hand, correspond to complicated curves in xA-space under this
mapping, a fact which makes them once more unappealing candidates for physical trajectories of spinless
point particles, apart from the inertia argument given after Eq. (199).
10 Coulomb System as an Oscillator in a Space with Torsion
As an application of the new action principle with the ensuing autoparallel trajectories, consider the
famous Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation in celestial mechanics [32, 10]. For a spinless point particle




j _xj2 + 
r
; r = jxj; (308)
where ( = const), yielding upon variation the equation of motion
M x¨ + x=r3 = 0: (309)
Let us perform the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation in two steps: First we map the x-space into a





















Every point x has innitely many image points ~u. We restrict this freedom by extending x-space to
four dimensions with the help of an articial forth coordinate x4, which we map nonholonomically into
~u-space by an equation
dx4 = u2du1 − u1du2 + u4du3 − u3du4: (311)
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u3 u4 u1 u2
u4 −u3 −u2 u1
u1 u2 −u3 −u4
u2 −u1 u4 −u3
1
CCA : (312)
The metric induced in ~u space is
g(~u) = ~u2 : (313)
It is easy to check that derivatives in front of x4(~u) do not commute:
(@u1@u2 − @u2@u1)x4 = 2; (@u3@u4 − @u4@u3)x4 = 2; (314)
implying the multivaluedness of x4(~u) and the presence of torsion, whose nonzero components are
S12 = S34 = 4(u2;−u1; u4;−u3): (315)
The fourth, anholonomic coordinate x4 is assumed to have a trivial dynamics. By adding only a kinetic




j _~xj2 + 
r
; ; r = jxj (316)
By extremizing this we obtain the correct three-dimensional orbits by imposing the constraint x4 = const.
This system is now mapped to ~u-space using dxa = ei(~u)du, and we obtain the transformed Lagrangian






An arbitrary orbit in he four-dimensional x4-space can now be found by extremizing this action using
our modied action principle. This yields the equation
A
u
+ F = 0 (318)
where F is the torsion force
F = M _x4 _S12: (319)
This is the equation for an autoparallel in ~u-space, which maps correctly back into the equation of motion
following from the four-dimensional Lagrangian (316).
When the solutions are restricted by the constraint _x4 = 0, the torsion force disappears, so that it
does not influence the classical orbit at the end. However, fluctuations make _x4 nonzero so that the
solution of the associated quantum system [10] which describes a hydrogen atom via a path integral is
sensitive to this force.
11 Quantum Mechanics
As mentioned in the Introduction, the nonholonomic mapping principle was discovered when trying to
solve the quantum-mechanical mechanical problem of nding the correct integration measure for the path
integral of the hydrogen atom. Let us briefly sketch the result.
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In flat space, quantum mechanics may be dened via path integrals as products of ordinary integrals
over Cartesian coordinates on a grated time axis:











where K0(xn) is an abbreviation for the short-time amplitude



















with xn  xn − xn−1; x  xN+1; x0  x0 . A possible external potential may be omitted since this
would contribute in an additive way, uninfluenced by the space geometry.
The path integral may now be transformed directly to spaces with curvature and torsion by applying
the nonholonomic mapping formula (4) to the small but nite increments x in the action as well as the
measure of integration. The correct result is found only by writing the initial measure in the above form,








which in flat space is the same thing, but leads to a wrong measure in noneuclidean space.
There is a good reason for having x in the flat-space measure at the start of the nonholonomic
transformation. According to Huygens’ principle of wave optics, each point of a wave front is a center
of a new spherical wave propagating from that point. Therefore, in a time-sliced path integral, the
dierences xin play a more fundamental role than the coordinates themselves.
The details have been explained in the textbook [10] and in my Cargese lecture [11], and need not be
repeated here. As an important result, we have derived for a nonrelativistic point particle of mass m in
a purely curved space the Schro¨dinger equation
− 1
2m
DD (q; t) = ih@t (q; t); (323)
which does not contain an extra R-term as in the earlier literature on this subject [33]. The operator
DD is equal to D D−S@, where D D coincides with the well-known Laplace-Beltrami dierential
operator  = g−1=2@g1=2g@
The appearance of the Laplace operator DD in the Scro¨dinger equation (323) is in conflict with
the traditional physical scalar product between two wave functions  1(q) and  2(q):




g(q) 2(q) 1(q): (324)
In such a scalar product, only the Laplace-Beltrami operator is a hermitian, not the Laplacian DD.
The bothersome term is the contracted torsion term −2S@ in DD. This term ruins the hermiticity
and thus also the unitarity of the time evolution operator of a particle in a space with curvature and
torsion.
For presently known eld theories of elementary particles the unitarity problem is fortunately absent.
There the torsion eld S is generated by the spin current density of the fundamental matter elds. The
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requirement of renormalizability restricts these elds to carry spin 1=2. However, the spin current density
of spin-1=2 particles happens to be a completely antisymmetric tensor.2 This property carries over to the
torsion tensor. Hence, the torsion eld in the universe satises S = 0. This implies that for a particle
in a universe with curvature and torsion, the Laplacian always degenerates into the Laplace-Beltrami
operator, assuring unitarity after all.
The Coulomb system discussed in Section 10 has another way of escaping the unitarity problem. The
path integral of this system is solved by a transformation to a space with torsion where the physical
scalar product is [10]




g w(q) 2(q) 1(q): (325)
with some scalar weight function w(q). This scalar product is dierent from the naive scalar product
(324). It is, however, reparametrization-invariant, and w(q) makes the Laplacian DD a Hermitian
operator.
The characteristic property of torsion in this space is that S(q) can be written as a gradient of a
scalar function: S(q) = @s(q) [see Eq. (315)]. The same thing is true for any gradient torsion (253)
with
s(q) = (1−D)(q)=2: (326)
The weight-function is
w(q) = e−2s(q): (327)
Thus, the physical scalar product can be expressed in terms of the naive one as follows:




g(q)e−2(q) 2(q) 1(q): (328)
Within this scalar product, the Laplacian DD is, indeed, Hermitian.
To prove this, we observe that within the naive scalar product (325), a partial integration changes
the covariant derivative −D into
D  (D + 2S): (329)























g(2S + Γ); (332)
2See, for example, H. Kleinert, Gauge Fields in Condensed Matter , op. cit., Vol. II, Part IV, Differential Geometry of
Defects and Gravity with Torsion, p. 1432 .
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iU1:::i:::nV1:::i:::n −2SU1:::nV1:::n ] ; (333)
























Hence, iD is a Hermitian operator, and so is the Laplacian DD.
For spaces with an arbitrary torsion, the correct scalar product has yet to be found. Thus the quantum
equivalence principle is so far only appicable to spaces with arbitrary curvature and gradient torsion.
12 Relativistic Scalar Field in Space with Gradient Torsion
The scalar product in the above quantum mechanical system is the key to the construction of an action
for a relativistic scalar eld whose particle trajectories are autoparallels. From (326) and (327) we must
use a weigth factor w(q) = e−3(q) in the scalar product. This scalar product introduced in [10] has
recently become the basis of a series of studies in general relativity [34, 36]. In the latter work, the action














The associated Euler-Lagrange equation is
DD
+m2e−2(x) = 0; (337)
whose eikonal approximation (x)  eiE(x) yields the following equation for the phase E(x) [36]:
e2(x)g(x)[@E(x)][@E(x)] = m2: (338)
Since @E is the momentum of the particle, the replacement @E ! m _x shows that the eikonal equation
(338) guarantees the constancy of the Lagrangian
L = e(x)
q
g(x)) _x _x  1;  = s: (339)
From this constancy, in turn, we easily derive the autoparallel equation (213) with the gradient torsion
(253), corresponding the the covariant conservation law (244) for the energy-momentum tensor.
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13 Local Lorentz Frames versus Locally Flat Lorentz Frames
For completeness, we clarify in some more detail the dierence between the multivalued basis tetrads
ea(q) and the standard single-valued tetrads or vierbein elds h(q) introduced in Eqs. (4) and (35),
respectively. For this derive the minimal coupling of elds of arbitrary spin to gravity via the nonholo-
nomic mapping principle, generalizing the procedure in Subsections 3.4 and 6.2. From the lesson learned
in Section 3.4, we simply have to transform the flat-space eld theory nonholonomically into the space
with curvature and torsion, and this will yield directly the correct eld theory in that space. This will
produce, in particular, the covariant derivatives (48) needed to make the gradient terms in the Lagrange
density invariant under local translations and local Lorentz transformations. We introduce a xed set of










An arbitrary vector eld v(q) can be expanded in either of these three bases as follows:
v  eava = eaeav = eaea(hv) = eaeahv  eaeav  eaeav; (342)
the last two expressions containing the local Lorentz components v(q) whose contravariant components
were introduced in (47) and whose covariant derivatives are (48). By changing the basis in the derivatives
@avb we nd that that the spin connection Γγ(q) is expressed in terms of ea(q) in the same way as
the ane connection was in (11):
Γγ  eaγ@ea = −ea@eaγ : (343)
Written out in terms of ea and ha, it reads
Γγ = eahγh@(eah)






Γ  is dened in terms of h in the same way as Γ is dened in terms of e in (11):
h
Γ (q)  h  (q)@ h(q) = −h(q) @ h  (q): (345)
The second line in (344) implies that h satises identities like ea in (12):
Dh
 = 0; Dh = 0; (346)
where the covariant derivative involves the connection for the Einstein index as well as the spin connection
for the local Lorentz index as in Eqs. (10) and (48), respectively:
Dh
 = @h − Γγhγ + hΓh : (347)
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Since the metric is obtained from the tetrads h by means of the relation [see also (39)]
g(q) = ea(q)eb(q)ab  h(q)h(q) ; (348)
the right-hand side of (345) can be rewritten as in (32) replacing ea by h, so that we obtain a
decomposition completely analogous to (30) for the ane connection:
h















an analog of the contortion tensor (31). The tensor
h
S 
 is the antisymmetric part of
h
Γ , and com-









If we now insert the decompositions (349) and (30) into (344), the Riemann connections in Γ and
h





which is precisely the spin connection (46).
Note that due to (350) and the antisymmetry of
h
S
 in the rst two indices, the tensor
h
K is
antisymmetric in the last two indices, just as the contortion tensor K in Eq. (33), so that also the
spin connection shares this antisymmetry.
It will be convenient to use h; h freely for changing indices  into , for instance
K







Observe that by introducing the tetrad elds h; h, the description of gravity eects in terms of the
10 metric components g and the 24 torsion components K has been replaced by 16 components h
and the 24 K. The additional 6 components are redundant, and this is the source of the local Lorentz
invariance of the theory which arises in addition to the local translations of Einstein’s general coordinate
transformations. Relation (348) implies that the tetrad elds h can be considered as another \square
root" of the metric g dierent from ea. Obviously, such a \square root" is dened only up to an
arbitrary local Lorentz transformation which accounts for the six additional degrees of freedom of the
h
(q) with respect to the g(q) description. These six degrees of freedom characterize the local Lorentz
transformations a(q)  ea(q) by which the intermediate basis vectors e(q) dier from the xed
orthonormal basis vectors ea:
e(q)  ea:a: (355)
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The Lorentz properties of a follow from the fact that the basis vectors e(q) have the same Minkowskian
scalar products as ea:
e(q)e(q) =  : (356)
As a consequence, the matrix a(q) satises [see (42)]
aba(q)b(q) =  : (357)
which is the dening equation of Lorentz transformations. Since these local Lorentz transformations bring
the good vierbein functions h(q) satisfying (43) to the multivalued functions ea(q) with noncommuting
derivatives (16), the local Lorentz transformations are also multivalued:
(@@ − @@) a(q) 6= 0: (358)
Note that, due to (343), both ea(q) and ea(q) satisfy identities like (12), (346),
De
a
 = 0; Dea = 0: (359)
All derivatives in a reparametrization-invariant theory can be recast in terms of nonholonomic coordinates
dx, in which form it becomes invariant under both local translations and local Lorentz transformations.
Since the metric is  , the invariant actions have the same form as those in a flat space except that the
derivatives are replaced by covariant ones:
@v ! Dv = @v − Γγvγ : (360)
Nonholonomic volume elements are related to true ones by d4x = d4q
p
g(q). An invariant action of




It is the nonholonomic form of a generally covariant action. As we said in the beginning, the specication





Under a general coordinate transformation (177) a la Einstein, dq ! dq0′ = dq′ , the indices  are








Vectors and tensors with indices ; ; γ; : : : experience only changes of their arguments q ! q+, so that
their innitesimal substantial changes are
Ev(q) = @v(q); (364)
EDv(q) = @Dv(q): (365)
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The freedom in choosing h(q) up to a local Lorentz transformation when taking the \square root" of
g(q) in (348) implies that the theory should be invariant under
Ldx
 = !(q)dx ; (366)
Lh
(q) = !(q)h(q): (367)
Here !
′
(q) are the local versions of the innitesimal Lorentz parameters.









The variables q are unchanged since (366) refers only to the dierentials dx and leaves dq unchanged.
It is useful to verify explicitly how the covariant derivatives guarantee local Lorentz invariance. From
(368) we see that the derivative @v transforms like













The spin connection behaves as follows: Due to the factors hγhh in (349), the rst piece of Γγ ,
call it Γ0








But from the second piece
h
Γ  there is a nontensorial derivative contribution
L
h





















 = −@!′hh′ ; (372)
the cancellation in the third line being due to the antisymmetry of !
′
= −!′. Thus we arrive at
L
h




γ + @!γ ; (373)









The last term in (373) is precisely what is required to cancel the last nontensorial piece of (370), when
transforming Dv , so that we indeed obtain the covariant transformation law (369).
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Armed with these transformation laws it is now straightforward to introduce spinor elds into a
gravity theory. In a local inertial frame (such as a freely falling elevator), a spinor eld  (q) transforms
like
L (q) = − i2!
(q) (q); (375)
when locally changing from one such frame of reference to another Lorentz transformed one. The matrices
 represent the local Lorentz group on the  -elds. They are antisymmetric in their indices, and have
the nonzero commutation relations
[ ;γ ] = −iγ no sum over : (376)
For vector representations, they are given explicitly by
()′′ = i (′′ − ($ )) : (377)
Replacing  by v and writing out the Lorentz indices, Eq. (375) reduces to (367):
Lv = − i2!
γ i (γ − (γ $ )) v = !v : (378)




[γ; γ] : (379)
The derivative of  changes as
L@ = !
′
















The rst two terms describe the normal Lorentz behavior of @ . The last term accounts for the q-
dependence of the angles !γ(q). It does not appear if we go over to the covariant derivative
D (q)  @ (q) + i2Γ
























It is obtained by inserting into (382) the equations (373) and (375), and applying the commutation rule











and represents, therefore, a proper covariant derivative which generalizes the standard Lorentz transfor-
mation behavior to the case of local transformations !(q).
We can now immediately construct the spin− 12 action for a Dirac particle in a gravity eld
Am[h;K;  ] = 12
Z
d4q












 (q) + h:c: (387)
If we wish, we may change the derivatives from @ to @ by using @ = h@ and γ = h(q)γ(q) so
that (q) = (i=4)[γ(q), γ(q)] and, expressing Γγ by (349), the action reads

















 (q) + h:c: (388)
Due to the x dependence of γ and , this form is, however, not very convenient for calculatons.
This minimal type of coupling bewteen spin and gravity can easily be generalized to higher-spin elds if
desired.
14 Conclusion and Outlook
We have pointed out that the nonholonomic mapping principle, supplies us with a perfect tool for deriving
physical laws in spaces with curvature and torsion by means of multivalued coordinate transformations.
As mentioned earlier, there are other evidences for the correctness of this principle, one of them being
deduced from the solution of the path integral of the Coulomb system. As a particular result we have
derived from this principle a new variational procedure for Hamilton’s action principle which has led
to the surprising result that trajectories of spinless point particles are autoparallels, not geodesics as
commonly believed [3, 5, 7].
Since spinless particles experience a torsion force, we expect them to be also the source of torsion.
Under the assumption that torsion propagates we may add to the gravitational action a gradient term
involving the torsion, and will be able to derive deviations from Einstein’s gravity eects (deflection
of light, gravitational red shift, perihel precession of mercur) [35]. The experimental smallness of such
deviations will provide us with limits on the coupling constant in front of the gradient term.
Up to now, it is doubtful whether the minimally coupled eld theories described in Section 13 are
physically correct. A proper construction will require a eld version of the new variation formula (237)
caused by the closure failure. This is in fact necessary and nontrivial even for the Schro¨dinger action
(89). In the semiclassical limit (eikonal approximation), Schro¨dinger wave functions have to describe
autoparallel particle trajectories. Except for the case of gradient torsion discussed in Section 12 it is
unknown how to achieve this.
It should be pointed out that conventional gravity in which the torsion eld is coupled only to spin
has the severe consistency problem that spin and orbital angular momentum are distinguishable which
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contradicts the universality principle of these in elementary particle theory [37]. Only a modied trosion
coupling which leads to autoparallel trajectories has a chance of being consistent.
Another problem with conventional eld theory of gravity theory with torsion arises in the context of
electroweak gauge theories, In the theory, massless and massive vector bosons are coupled dierently to
torsion. This, however, is incompatible with the Higgs mechanism according to which the vector meson
masses arise from a spontanoeus symmetry breakdown of a scalar eld theory. As shown recently in
[38], only a Higgs eld whose particles run along autoparallel trajectories can remove this problem. This
problem should be studied in more detail using the eld thery of gravity with gradient torsion in Ref. [4]
where massless vector mesons do couple to torsion without violating gauge invariance.
The motion of particles with spin (see e.g. Ref. [39]) will also be altered by a generlization of the
arguments given above.
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Appendix A Partial Integration in Spaces with Curvature and
Torsion
Take any tensors U::: ; V:::::: and consider an invariant volume integralZ
dx
p−gU::::::DV::::::: (A1)












+ surface terms; (A2)
where the sum over i runs over all indices of V:::i:::, linking them via the ane connection with the
corresponding indices of U:::i:::. Now we use the relation
@
p−g = p−gΓ =
p−gΓ =

















+ surface terms: (A4)





p−gDU::::::V:::::: + surface terms; (A5)
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where D is dened as
D  D + 2S; (A6)
abbreviating
S  S; S  S: (A7)






p−gU::::::DV:::::: + surface terms: (A8)





p−g 2SU + surface terms: (A9)
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